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Equational classes of rings generated by zero rings 
and Galois fields 
By LEE S1N-MIN in Winnipeg (Canada) 
, H. WERNER and R. WILLE [6] gave some characterization of those equational 
classes of rings in which the lattice of congruences of every ring is distributive. They 
showed that these are precisely the equational classes of rings generated by a finite 
set of Galois fields, and they also gave a set of identities characterizing these equa-
tional classes. 
We give in this note a characterization of the equational class of rings generated 
by all zero rings and a finite number of Galois fields. A ring in such an equational 
class is a directed sum of its Jacobson radical J(R) , which is a zero ring, and its semi-
simple part , R/J(R). We also consider the lattice of equational subclasses of this 
equational class and show tha t it is distributive. 
1. Characterization of Mg(P, N)\J%. 
Let n be the set of all primes, the set of positive integers, and the 
set of all non-empty finite subsets of jV+. 
Let P be a fixed, non-empty, finite subset of % and consider a mapping 
N\P-SP{J\K+), i.e., N associates with every p£P an N(p) Denote by 
(P, N) the equational class of rings generated by the set { G F ( p k ) |p£P, k£N(p)} 
of Galois fields. 
For write IIS=n1...nkif S={n1} ..., nk), and define / 7 0 = 1 for the 
empty set 0. 
With every element x of a ring we associate the element 
x*= 2 ( n q y ^ - ' x * ^ , 
P<IP A S P - { P } 
where n(p)=IIN(p). 
L e t a n d ,Jf2 be two equational classes of algebras of the same type, and 
C/f2 are independent if there exists a binary polynomial symbol p (x , is an 
identity in c/Cx and p (x,y)=y is an identity in :/f2. 
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G . GRATZBR, 11. LAKSIIR and J . PLONKA [1] showed that if X , and arc in-
dependent , then every algebra in J f i V ^ (the smallest equational class of algebras 
containing and , JQ is the dircct product of an algebra in and another in 
If, in addition, each algebra si/ of :/(\\J:/i2 has a modular congruence latticc then 
cach si(S./TjV.^a has, up to isomorphism, a unique representation si - .s/, 
where si ^ ^ and .^/.¿Cr.rf'i. 
Let ( i n denote the class of all zero rings, i.e. consists of all rings satisfying 
xy=0. 
T h e o r e m 1. &tg(P, N) and '<i>0 are independent equational classes of rings. 
P r o o f . 0),..(P, N) is defined by the identities x*=xand x JJ JJ ( x ' ' " - x ) = 0 
pZP I'iNd» 
(see [6]). In Mg(P, N), (IIP)x^O fo r all x^R^mg{P, N). Then consider the binary 
polynomial p (x, y)=x* +'y+(IIP—1 )y*. 
The object of this note is to prove the following result: 
T h e o r e m 2. The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) R^g(P,N)W o, 
(2) R = BxC, B<9J#,„(P, N), Cdtfo and this representation is unique, 
(3) R satisfies the identities: 
(a) xy = yx, (b) (nP)(xy) = 0, (c) {xyf = xy, (d) ( x - x * ) 2 = 0, 
(e) x n f l ( x ' ' " - x ) = 0, (f) 2 ( n =. 0 (if 2 €i>). 
I'CP t'C-N(l') PiP-{2} 
P r o o f . The equivalence of (1) and (2) follows immediately f r o m Theorem 1 
and the result of GRATZER, LAKSER and PLONKA [1] mentioned above, and also the 
fact that the congruence lattices of rings are modular . 
(2) =>(3) is a routine calculation. 
(3)=>(2). Let B={x£R\x*=x}, C= {x<=R |x2=0}. Claim: B and C are ideals 
of R. 
Let x,y£B, then 
{ ,>"<•">-i (¡MPA 1 
(x + y)*= IJ qyw-1\x»"w+ 2 • \xrM-ljt+yrw\ = 
piP qiP-{p) I i=l I ' ) ) 
= x*+ 2 2 ( II q y ^ - A p . piP 1=1 qeP-{p) \ 1 ) 
(Pl-l i 
y'+y 
Since IIP divides ( 77 q)1'" " 1 i • ) , using (b) we have immediately {x+y*) = 
4 dP-ivi V i ) 
= x*+y*=x+y and hence x+yCzB. If 2f_P, then (—*)*=— x follows f r o m (f) . 
If 2<f i \ then and so ( - x ) * = - x . Therefore -xf^B fo r any 
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xÇB. "Now by condition (c) it is obvious that rx£ B for any x£B and r£R. Thus B 
is an ideal of R. 
C is an ideal. For, if x,y£C and r£R then 
(x+yf = x2 + 2 xy + y2 = 2 (xy)* = 2-0 = 0, 
rx = (rx)*= II = 0, Pi P qiP-{p) 
thus C is an ideal of R and it is also a zero ring. 
N o w for each x£R we have 
- ( 2 ( 2 q)p"w-1x""(")y 
PCP adP-{P} 
= (x 2 ( 2 qY'^^x""00-1)* PiP CltP-[p} 
= * 2 ( n q y ^ ^ x P " ^ - 1 by (c) 
pep ¡¡£P-{p} 
= x*. 
Therefore x*£B and by condition (d) x- -x*ÇC. Since 5 f | C = {0} and x=x*+x-x* 
we have R=B@C. 
R e m a r k . Let n^2. Let P={p£n\pr— 1 \n — 1 for some r ^ l } and N(p) = 
= {rÇJÎ+\pr— 1 |n—1} for each p£P. The equational class of rings 01 g(P, N) is 
defined by tire identity x " = x . (See L. LESIEUR [5] Théorème 6.) 
We have shown in [4], the equational class Mg{P,N)\/cê0 is defined by the iden-
tities (x+y)"=x"+y", (xy)" = xy=x"y". 
2. Lattice of equational subclasses of Sftg(P, 
It is an easy consequence of a result in [1] that if and are two independent 
equational classes of algebras of the same type, then the lattice of equa-
tional subclasses of is isomorphic to the direct product of ^ ( J ^ ) and Jz?(Jf3). 
Thus &(&„ (p, n)\j %,) - se(®, (P, N)) x ¿e(%). 
N o w all rings in 8%g(P, N) have distributive congruence lattices (see [4]). A well-
known result of B. JONSSON [2], Corollary 4.2, states that if ¿FIS an equat ional class 
of algebras such that each algebra in it has distributive congruence lattice, then 
is distributive. We conclude that SC(Mg (P, N)) is distributive. 
jSf^o) is obviously distributive. The above results are summarized in 
T h e o r e m 3. £?{0tg{P, N)\JW0) Is distributive and isomorphic to the direct product 
of &(0tg(P, N)) and 
Finally the author wishes to thank Professor G. Grâtzer for his encouragement 
during the preparation of this note. 
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